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SELF-EMPLOYMENT IS higher than at any point over 
the past 40 years and the largest amount of self-employed 
workers are in skilled trades such as hairdressing, according 
to the Office for National Statistics. Combine this with 
expected increases in the National Minimum Wage and the 
National Living Wage and it’s no wonder many salons are 
looking at saving money with chair rental.

Initially it seems to be an ideal solution. “You don’t have 
to pay National Insurance contributions, holiday pay, sick 
pay, maternity or paternity pay or pension contributions,” 
explains Hilary Hall, chief executive of the NHF. 

Also, as freelance hairdressers are self-employed, they are 
not protected by UK employment law, so salon owners are 
not bound by unfair dismissal procedures. But it does mean 
you have less control of your business. 

“On the surface, chair renting looks like an attractive 
option, but it’s not a ‘no-brainer’, which is why the NHF 
advises salon owners to think long and hard about giving up 
control over key aspects of their business,” adds Hilary.

Those renting a chair from you have the freedom to 
choose when they work, their prices, the products they use, 
their training, their clients, when they go on holiday and 
who cuts their clients’ hair when they’re away.

There is also the issue of standards and team morale. 
Karine Jackson, owner of Karine Jackson Hair & Beauty, 
has had chair renters in the past, but stopped because she 
wanted to focus on building her brand. Ultimately, Karine 
says it was when she saw standards slipping in the salon that 
she stopped chair renting. 

She explains: “When chair renters come in, they are a law 
unto themselves so the standards may not be the same as 
that of the salon they’re working out of. I also found that it 
made the atmosphere tense; employed staff don’t like chair 
renters coming in and taking a higher percentage for the 
same job – you don’t want tension on the salon floor.” 

This is a key point – a salon must focus on its team if it 
wants to grow. “To grow, you need to train your team and 
training costs money – why would you invest in someone 
that could potentially leave tomorrow?” asks Matthew Luke 
Professional’s Matthew Sockalingum, winner of the 2016 
Most Wanted Award for Innovation. “The self-employed 
stylist is often reluctant to invest in training days as they are 
mainly driven by money. The industry is all about engaging 
with clients so if your team is not engaged with what’s going 
on then you can forget about providing a consistent service.”

However, if saving money is your sole focus for now, there 
are ways of making it work for both the salon owner and 
chair renter. “Thousands of hairdressers manage to make 
chair rental work for them successfully. You just need to be 
aware of the pitfalls and take legal advice before taking this 
route,” advises Alice Kirby, director of Lockhart Meyer Salon 
Marketing. “Always go to your solicitor or get in touch with 
a body like the NHF, which offers contracts specifically for 

this. It will cost money, but not as much money, heartache 
and hassle as sorting the mess out if it all ends in tears.”

Sallyanne Dexter, from Dexter Hairdressing & Training 
in Nottinghamshire, has used chair renters in her salon for 
the past five years and has found it works very well. “As soon 
as our stylists became self-employed, they became more 
motivated,” she says. “They also became more aware of the 
salon brand image and conscious of the salon as a business.” 

The first thing you must decide is how to charge for your 
chair. There are three main routes: charge a fixed rent to 
the freelancer; take a percentage of the chair’s takings; or a 
combination of the two. However if you charge a percentage 
you need to trust the freelancer, says Alice Kirby. 

She adds: “All invoices need to go through your salon till 
so you can calculate the percentage due to you. It can be all 
too tempting to ‘slip’ payments past the till.”

Alice also suggests drawing up a service contract. This will 
cover items such as what happens to their clients when the 
freelancer is on holiday or sick leave, whether they can use 
your receptionist, who provides products and equipment 
and so on. You must also make sure your chair renter is 
deemed a freelancer and not an employee in the eyes of 
HMRC. “The law and the taxman don’t care about the label 
you give your rent-a-chair, they will look beyond that to 
the true nature of the relationship. Stipulating hours and 
a uniform are just two of the things that the HMRC says 
points to employment,” Alice explains.  
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STRUGGLING SALON OWNERS OFTEN LOOK TO 
CHAIR RENTING AS A WAY OF SAVING MONEY. 

BUT DO THE PROS OUTWEIGH THE CONS? 
OUR FUTUREPROOF CAMPAIGN INVESTIGATES 

THE PRACTICES AND PITFALLS BEHIND  
RENT-A-CHAIR SCHEMES

How to reduce the 
risks of rent-a-chair 

* Go through a rigorous selection 

process. Verify references, do 

interviews and do a trade test 

* Go through your staff handbook 

with the freelancer so that they 

get a feel for the standards and 

culture of the salon  

* Have a service contract

* Have a probation period 
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“Chair rental can and does work; 
it’s all about attitude. Not only do 

I put money in the till, but I bring my 
knowledge and experience to the salon. 
About 80 per cent of salons in the US 
operate a chair rental system, so it’s 
clearly a business model that works.” 

CRAIG PURVES

CHAIR RENTAL 
SHOULD YOU DO IT? 

  STEVE ROWBOTTOM, 

DIRECTOR OF WESTROW, 

BELIEVES CHAIR RENTING HAS NO 

PLACE IN THE HAIRDRESSING INDUSTRY…

“When it comes to developing a business and a team, investment in training 

is essential. With employed staff, everyone is equal. Staff recognise when to start 

and finish work and how important training is. The staff hierarchy is transparent. 

Employing staff leads to involvement in everything that happens externally such 

as platform work, photography, session and education. Self-employed staff don’t care 

about bringing knowledge back to the salon as there is no benefit to them, so there is 

no company growth. In terms of finances, those renting a chair will have to give about 

50 per cent of their takings to the salon owner and are liable for tax. When they are 

presented with a tax bill after 18 months and haven’t saved, they have to become 

employed. With self-employed staff the industry stops. With no investment 

in people, there are no assistants. Without assistants, there is no 

training, no future stars and eventually, no business. I feel 

strongly that there is no place for self-employed 

people in our industry.” 

 CHARLOTTE HICKEY, OWNER 

OF HAIR BY CHARLOTTE, BELIEVES 

CHAIR RENTING HAS A PLACE IN THE 

INDUSTRY – ESPECIALLY AT START-UPS  

“I rented a chair out when I opened my salon as I didn’t know if the business 

was going to take off and if I could afford to pay a wage straightaway. It was a good 

way of making sure some of my outgoings were covered. It also made me feel that 

opening my salon was less risky. A few months after opening, we were very busy and  

I could afford to employ some staff. I now have three employees and one self-employed. 

I would make sure a brief contract is in place and to include that they are fully insured 

and liable to pay their own tax and NI, also that any clients booked through the salon 

remain salon clients and so on. I feel chair renting can work for a salon when it’s 

starting out as it’s set income, but I feel as you grow it’s important for the owner 

to reassess chair rental to employed or a higher rent. With chair rental, 

there is also less responsibility for the salon owner as they do not 

have to pay for holiday, maternity and so on. However, a good 

relationship between both the salon owner and 

self-employed person is vital.”

“I rent chairs and take a percentage 
rather than a rent. If you can’t make 

a team work with self-employed staff then 
there’s no point trying to force a team 
with employed staff to work. I have found 
self-employed staff work for you and your 
brand more passionately, because they 
know the ball is in their court.”

EMILY MILNER

“We don’t rent chairs as we 
feel the brand ethos is lost and 

it’s difficult to manage someone 
who works for themselves.” 

DEAN ROBERTSON
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